
Learn How to CAPTURE
MEMORIES on the FLY

1. Choose your WEAPON of CHOICE. Easiest is your Phone because it’s always with you
😉📸🎥📲

2. Use the CAMERA FUNCTION. If you don’t know where this is by now you need some
serious help i.e. ASK THE KIDS 🤷📲😄

3. Take a SHOT……. in fact take PLENTY of SHOTS……and don’t fret if you didn’t take more
than one because the first shot is often the best shot……..trust me on this 🙌😁

4. TAKE a SQUIZ at the PICS. And whichever one JUMPS OUT at you and CATCHES the
STORY 🖼 KEEP!!! Delete the rest and don’t panic ‘cause you can always pull pics out
of the bin later 🗑 (if you can find the bin that is 🤨)…….. can’t find it?? Then once
again ASK THE KIDS. Also, don’t fret if you haven’t the time right now ‘cause you’ve
just seen your kids about to go play on the road 😱🚙💨🫣Go on, SAVE them if
you must 😅

5. Use the EDITING FUNCTION on your PHONE. It normally comes with one…..if you don’t
like it, then DOWNLOAD one from the App Store. Not sure which is best?? Again ASK
THE KIDS 🙄

6. NOW. FINALLY GOT SOME TIME ON YOUR HANDS??? ie. Washing’s been done and the
meal’s sitting in the oven and the floors are clean and you’ve replied to all your
emails and updated your Facebook/Instagram/Snapchat status and your kids are
somewhere, preferably not on the road…… 🤯Anyway you get the gist 😉 CHILLAX &
Look through the memories you’ve captured of the day/week/month 👀whatever,
the main thing is CHILLAX 😎

7. Now SHARE AWAY!!!! Whether it’s on social media or getting your pics printed and
framed, or made into a photo album, or sent to your family. DON’T  just keep those
memories hidden away. Use them for INSPIRATION to keep doing stuff that you and
the kids love 💗 and that nurtures your Inner Child and shows you (AND reminds
you) what a WONDERFUL LIFE you have been gifted with…

NOW, GO OUT & CONQUER THE ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY and the main
thing is, ENJOY…


